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A grid-based real-space implementation of the Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method of
P. E. Blo¨chl [Phys. Rev. B 50, 17953 (1994)] for Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations
is presented. The use of uniform 3D real-space grids for representing wave functions, densities
and potentials allows for flexible boundary conditions, efficient multigrid algorithms for solving
Poisson and Kohn-Sham equations, and efficient parallelization using simple real-space domain-
decomposition. We use the PAW method to perform all-electron calculations in the frozen core
approximation, with smooth valence wave functions that can be represented on relatively coarse
grids. We demonstrate the accuracy of the method by calculating the atomization energies of twenty
small molecules, and the bulk modulus and lattice constants of bulk aluminum. We show that the
approach in terms of computational efficiency is comparable to standard plane-wave methods, but
the memory requirements are higher.
PACS numbers: 71.15.D, 31.15.E
I. INTRODUCTION
Density Functional Theory1,2 (DFT) combined with
the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) for
the exchange and correlation functional has become a
popular method for studying materials and molecules
at the atomic scale. Recently, there has been
an increasing interest in using uniform real-space
grids and finite-difference methods for doing DFT
calculations3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16. Real-space grids
give an unbiased description of the wave functions and
the quality of the description can easily be controlled by
changing the grid-point density. Finite-difference opera-
tors are used because the wave function values are given
on grid points in real-space, and not in terms of a basis
set. By doing all operations in real-space, paralleliza-
tion can be done by simple domain decomposition6,17,18.
Furthermore, real-space methods can make use of multi-
grid acceleration schemes19 for solving the Kohn-Sham
equations2 and the Poisson equation. A further ad-
vantage of real space methods is the possibility for im-
posing localization constraints on the wave functions,
which is the basis for linearly scaling electronic structure
methods9,17 (order-N methods).
Today, one of the most used methods for performing
DFT calculations is the pseudo potential method using
periodic super-cells and plane-wave expansions for the
pseudo wave-functions. This method shares with the
grid-based methods the properties of unbiased represen-
tation of the wave functions and simple control of the
quality of a calculation (by changing the number of plane
waves). However, there are three major difficulties with
a plane-wave representation for the wave functions. 1)
Working with spatially localized wave functions, which
is important for order-N methods, is difficult with the
extended nature of plane waves. 2) Not all operations in-
volving the wave functions, densities and potentials can
be done directly in the plane-wave representation, and
Fourier transformations to and from real-space must be
carried out. Transformations between real and recipro-
cal spaces are highly non-local operations, and therefore
difficult to parallelize. 3) Due to the periodicity of plane
waves, the natural boundary conditions for a plane wave
calculation is periodic boundary conditions. Although
all three problems have been addressed20,21,22,23,24, the
suggested solutions are not as simple as for grid-based
approaches where all three problems have simple solu-
tions.
An advantage of a plane-wave representation for the
wave functions is its compactness. The memory footprint
of a wave function is typically 10 times larger in a real-
space grid representation compared to a plane-wave rep-
resentation of similar accuracy. For this reason it is im-
portant to use soft pseudo wave functions that can be ac-
curately represented on coarse grids. To our knowledge,
until now, all applications of grid-based electronic struc-
ture calculations have used norm-conserving pseudopo-
tentials. One way to get smoother pseudo wave functions
is to relax the norm-conservation of the wave functions
and use ultra-soft pseudopotentials25,26 or the Projec-
tor Augmented Wave (PAW) method27,28. We have de-
cided to use the PAW method. The PAW method works
with soft valence wave functions and, similar to the ultra-
soft pseudopotential method, the wave functions need not
be normalized. Contrary to the ultra-soft pseudopoten-
tial method, the PAW method is an all-electron method
within the frozen core approximation, giving access to
the true wave functions and the full electron density. The
PAW method has been implemented for plane waves by
several groups27,28,29,30,31,32.
We see the combination of real-space grid-based meth-
ods and the PAW method as an important step towards
enabling larger calculations at a level of accuracy which is
essentially all-electron in nature. There is a clear trend
in electronic structure theory towards larger and more
complex systems as for example nanostructures, large
(bio-)molecular complexes and extended defects in real
materials. Systems which all quickly challenge present
2day high accuracy DFT codes, that are typically limited
to at most a few hundred atoms. The great potential of
the method presented here lies in the parallelization of
the real-space algorithms. This makes it possible to make
use of massively parallel computers as has been demon-
strated by several other groups6,17,18. In this paper, we
focus on how to do accurate DFT calculations efficiently
by using a real-space PAW method. We demonstrate the
accuracy of our grid-based PAW calculations by show-
ing that we are able to reproduce results for atomization
energies from all-electron DFT calculations. This very
stringent test shows that the methodology that we have
developed is useful for real applications.
The solution of Poisson’s equation is straightforward
using multigrid methods19 (no Fourier transformations
required). Solving the Kohn-Sham equations using multi-
grid methods is a much more difficult task: Keeping the
different eigenstates separated and orthogonal to each
other can be a problem, and representing the Hamilto-
nian on the coarse grids can also be problematic. We have
decided to use the techniques typically used in “state
of the art” pseudopotential plane-wave calculations33 as
they have been developed and improved over the the
last few decades. For iteratively solving the Kohn-Sham
equations, we use Pulay mixing techniques for obtain-
ing the self-consistent density33,34, subspace diagonaliza-
tions, and the Residual Minimization Method33,35 using
preconditioning of the electronic gradients for iteratively
improving the wave functions. The preconditioning oper-
ation is a single multigrid V-cycle using only the kinetic
energy operator as an approximate Hamiltonian6.
In the following section, we will briefly summarize the
PAW method. Then, in section III, we will go through
the details of our grid-based formulation of the PAW
formalism. In section IV, we describe how we solve
the Kohn-Sham equations, and the evaluation of atomic
forces is discussed in section V. Section VI describes gen-
eralizations of the method to periodic systems with use
of Brillouin zone sampling. In section VII we apply the
methodology that we have developed to a number of ex-
ample systems and discuss approximations necessary for
realistic calculations. Finally, in section VIII we discuss
the computational performance of our implementation.
II. THE PROJECTOR AUGMENTED WAVE
METHOD
The notation we use is close to the one used by P.
E. Blo¨chl in his papers on the PAW method27,28. We
have used Hartree atomic units (h¯ = m = e = 1) and
we write the equations for the case of a spin-paired and
finite system of electrons.
The PAW method is based on a transformation be-
tween smooth pseudo wave functions, ψ˜n, and the true
all-electron Kohn-Sham wave functions, ψn (n is the band
index). The core states of the atoms, φa,corei , are frozen.
Here a is an atom index and i is a combination of prin-
cipal, angular momentum, and magnetic quantum num-
bers respectively (n, ℓ and m).
Given a smooth pseudo wave function, the correspond-
ing all-electron wave function, which is orthogonal to the
set of φa,corei orbitals, can be obtained through a linear
transformation
ψn(r) = Tˆ ψ˜n(r). (1)
The transformation operator, Tˆ , is given in terms of
atom centered all-electron wave functions, φai (r), the cor-
responding smooth partial waves, φ˜ai (r), and projector
functions, p˜ai (r), as
Tˆ = 1 +
∑
a
∑
i
(|φai 〉 − |φ˜ai 〉)〈p˜ai |. (2)
The atom centered all-electron wave functions are taken
from a calculation of a single atom with spherical symme-
try: φai (r) = φ
a
nℓ(r)YL(rˆ), where the YL’s are real-valued
spherical harmonics (L is a combined index for ℓ and m).
A radial cutoff distance, rac , defining the atomic aug-
mentation sphere is chosen. This radius is similar to
a cutoff radius for a pseudopotential. The larger the
augmentation sphere, the smoother the pseudo wave
functions, but overlap with neighboring augmentation
spheres must be avoided.
For all all-electron valence states smooth partial waves
φ˜ai (r) = φ˜
a
nℓ(r)YL(rˆ) are constructed. The partial waves
must match the corresponding all-electron waves for r >
rac . In this way, the correction in parenthesis in Eq. (2)
is zero outside the augmentation spheres and we will
have Tˆ = 1 in this region. Notice, that there are no
norm-conservation requirements to meet when choosing
the shape of φ˜anℓ(r) inside the augmentation sphere.
Smooth projector functions must also be defined —
one for each partial wave: p˜ai (r) = p˜
a
nℓ(r)YL(rˆ). They
must be localized inside the augmentation spheres and
satisfy 〈p˜ai1 |φ˜ai2 〉 = δi1i2 , which for the radial part gives∫ ra
c
o
r2drp˜anℓ(r)φ˜
a
n′ℓ(r) = δnn′ . (3)
With this construction we have Tˆ φ˜ai (r) = φai (r).
In principle, an infinite number of projectors and par-
tial waves are required for the PAW method to be exact.
For practical calculations, a high accuracy data set will
need only one or two projector functions for each angu-
lar momentum channel of importance. This is similar to
an ultra-soft pseudopotential, where a comparable num-
ber of projectors is needed. One partial wave is usually
taken as the bound valence state, and additional waves
can be taken from “excited states” — solutions to the
radial Kohn-Sham equation at different non-eigenvalue
energies. The construction of partial waves and projec-
tor functions is described in appendix XIA.
3A. PAW densities
¿From the atomic frozen core electron density, nac (r),
a smooth core electron density, n˜ac (r), is constructed.
It must be identical to nac (r) for r > r
a
c . There is no
norm-conservation requirement to meet when choosing
the shape of n˜ac (r) inside the augmentation sphere.
The pseudo electron density has contributions from the
wave functions and from the atom centered smooth core
electron densities:
n˜(r) =
∑
n
fn|ψ˜n(r)|2 +
∑
a
n˜ac (|r−Ra|), (4)
where the fn’s are occupation numbers and R
a is the
position of atom a.
An atomic density matrix (see Eq. (22) in Ref. 28) is
defined as
Dai1i2 =
∑
n
〈p˜ai1 |ψ˜n〉fn〈ψ˜n|p˜ai2〉 (5)
where
P ani = 〈p˜ai |ψ˜n〉 =
∫
drp˜ai (r−Ra)ψ˜n(r) (6)
The PAW formalism defines atom centered all-electron
and pseudo electron densities as
na(r) =
∑
i1i2
Dai1i2φ
a
i1 (r)φ
a
i2 (r) + n
a
c (r) (7)
and
n˜a(r) =
∑
i1i2
Dai1i2 φ˜
a
i1(r)φ˜
a
i2 (r) + n˜
a
c (r), (8)
respectively. By construction, na(r − Ra) is identical
to the all-electron density, n(r), for |r − Ra| < rac and
n˜a(r − Ra) = n˜(r) for |r − Ra| < rac (see Ref. 27 for
details). Therefore, the true all-electron density can be
obtained from the pseudo electron density:
n(r) = n˜(r) +
∑
a
[na(r −Ra)− n˜a(r−Ra)]. (9)
Again, the correction is zero outside the augmentation
spheres.
A neutral charge density, ρ˜(r), is obtained by adding
compensation charges, Z˜a(r), inside the augmentation
spheres to the pseudo electron density. These charges
compensate for the lack of norm-conservation and for the
nuclear charge:
ρ˜(r) = n˜(r) +
∑
a
Z˜a(r−Ra). (10)
Using localized functions g˜aL(r) = g˜
a
ℓ (r)YL(rˆ) normal-
ized as ∫
drrℓ g˜aL(r)YL(rˆ) = 1, (11)
the compensation charges are constructed with electro-
static multipole moments QaL:
Z˜a(r) =
∑
L
QaLg˜
a
L(r). (12)
The values to be used for the electrostatic multipole
moments, QaL, are found by requiring the pseudo charge
density, n˜a + Z˜a, to have the same electrostatic multi-
pole moments as the all-electron charge density, na+Za,
where Za(r) = −Zaδ(r) is the nuclear charge density
(Za is the atomic number). This requirement can be
expressed as∫
drrℓ[n˜a(r) + Z˜a(r)− na(r)− Za(r)]YL(rˆ) = 0. (13)
Inserting Eqs. (7), (8) and (12) we get:
QaL =
∑
i1i2
∆aLi1i2D
a
i1i2 +∆
aδℓ0, (14)
where the constants ∆aLi1i2 and ∆
a are given by:
∆aLi1i2 =
∫
drYL(rˆ)r
ℓ[φai1(r)φ
a
i2 (r)− φ˜ai1 (r)φ˜ai2 (r)] (15)
and
∆a =
∫
drY00(rˆ)[−Zaδ(r) + nac (r) − n˜ac (r)]. (16)
B. The PAW total energy
The PAW total energy is a function of the pseudo wave
functions, ψ˜n(r), and the occupation numbers, fn. The
energy can be divided into a “soft” contribution, E˜, and
corrections for each atom (see Ref. 27 and 28):
E = E˜ +
∑
a
(Ea − E˜a). (17)
The “soft” energy contribution is:
E˜ =
∑
n
fn
∫
drψ˜∗n(r)(− 12∇2)ψ˜n(r)
+ 1
2
∫
drv˜H(r)ρ˜(r) + Exc[n˜(r)]
+
∫
drn˜(r)
∑
a
v¯a(|r−Ra|), (18)
where v˜H(r) is the pseudo Hartree potential, satisfy-
ing Poisson’s equation ∇2v˜H = −4πρ˜ and Exc is an
exchange-correlation functional. Finally, v¯a(r) is an ar-
bitrary localized potential vanishing for r > rac . The
soft energy contribution, E˜, is to be evaluated on three
dimensional grids in real space.
4The atomic corrections to the energy (Ea − E˜a) are
given by:
Ea =
core∑
i
∫
drφa,corei (r)(− 12∇2)φa,corei (r)
+
∑
i1i2
Dai1i2
∫
drφai1 (r)(− 12∇2)φai2(r)
+ 1
2
∫
dr
∫
dr′
[na(r) + Za(r)][na(r′) + Za(r′)]
|r− r′|
+ Exc[n
a(r)] (19)
and
E˜a =
∑
i1i2
Dai1i2
∫
drφ˜ai1 (r)(− 12∇2)φ˜ai2 (r)
+ 1
2
∫
dr
∫
dr′
[n˜a(r) + Z˜a(r)][n˜a(r′) + Z˜a(r′)]
|r− r′|
+ Exc[n˜
a(r)] +
∫
drn˜a(r)v¯a(r). (20)
The energy contributions for Ea and E˜a, are evaluated
on radial grids inside the augmentation spheres.
By using Eqs. (7), (8), (12) and (14) we can reduce the
atomic correction, Ea − E˜a, to a function of Dai1i2 :
Ea − E˜a =Aa +
∑
i1i2
Bai1i2D
a
i1i2
+
∑
i1i2
∑
i3i4
Dai1i2C
a
i1i2i3i4D
a
i3i4
+∆Eaxc({Dai1i2}). (21)
The constants Aa, Bai1i2 and C
a
i1i2i3i4
are evaluated in the
appendix XIC.
The last term is an exchange-correlation correction:
∆Eaxc({Dai1i2}) = Exc[na(r)]− Exc[n˜a(r)], (22)
which is a function of Dai1i2 through Eqs. (7) and (8).
For local and semi-local exchange-correlation function-
als, ∆Eaxc({Dai1i2}) is written as an integration inside
the augmentation sphere. There are several possibilities
for the evaluation of this term. We use radial integra-
tion along lines from the center to a number of points
distributed evenly on the surface of the augmentation
sphere29,36. We find that this approach is the simplest
for GGA functionals37. Alternatively, one can expand
the atomic densities in spherical harmonics, as described
in Ref. 27 or use grid free approaches38,39.
III. UNIFORM 3D GRIDS
In this section we give the details of our real-space grid-
based implementation of the PAW method. From now
on, wave functions, electron densities and potentials are
represented on three-dimensional uniform grids in real-
space.
A. Localized functions and the double grid
technique
In a grid representation, integrals over space are turned
into sums over grid points. In the PAW method we of-
ten need to calculate the integral of a localized function,
centered on an atom, multiplied by a function extended
over all of space. As an example, let us take a projector
function, p˜ai (r−Ra), centered on atom a at position Ra,
multiplied by an extended wave function, ψ˜n(r).
In the following, we use the index G to index the grid
points used for the wave functions. Transforming the
integral to a sum over grid points, G, with Vc being the
volume per grid point, we get:
P ani = Vc
∑
G
p˜aiG, ψ˜nG, (23)
where ψ˜nG = ψ˜n(rG) and rG is the position of grid point
G (only the grid points in the localized region around
atom a needs to be summed over). For p˜aiG we could
use p˜ai (rG −Ra). However, this is not accurate enough,
unless we use a very fine grid, which would compromise
efficiency. Instead we use the elegant double grid tech-
nique of Ono and Hirose40. Here, the extended func-
tion is interpolated to a finer grid with grid points f :
ψ˜nf =
∑
G IfGψ˜nG. The interpolation operator IfG
takes the wave function from a coarse grid to a fine grid.
Typically, a cubic interpolation is used and the fine grid
has five times more points in each direction as the coarse
grid14,40. The localized projector function is evaluated
on a fine grid as p˜aif = p˜
a
i (rf − Ra). With v being the
volume per fine grid point we get a more accurate sum:
v
∑
f
p˜aif ψ˜nf = v
∑
f
p˜aif
∑
G
IfGψ˜nG
= Vc
∑
G
[(v/Vc)
∑
f
IfGp˜
a
if ]ψ˜nG. (24)
Comparing the rightmost expression with Eq. (23), we
identify the term in square brackets as the more accurate
expression for p˜aiG:
p˜aiG =
v
Vc
∑
f
IfGp˜
a
i (rf −Ra). (25)
This is equivalent to a restriction operation taking
the localized function from the fine temporary grid to
the coarse grid (restriction is the opposite of interpola-
tion). Notice that in Eq. (23), the sum is over coarse grid
points, and no actual interpolation of the extended func-
tion needs to be done. The evaluation of the localized
function on the temporary grid is a relatively inexpen-
sive operation, with an operation count which for each
atom is independent of the system size.
We use the double grid technique to transfer localized
functions, such as p˜ai (r), n˜
a
c (r) and v¯
a(r), to values on
real-space grids (p˜aiG, n˜
a
cG and v¯
a
g ).
5B. Real-space grid formulation of the PAW method
The formulas for densities, potentials, and energies,
given in section II, must be translated to a discretized
form for use with a discrete representation of wave func-
tions, densities and potentials. The pseudo electron den-
sity, Eq. (4), is calculated on a coarse grid as
n˜G =
∑
n
fn|ψ˜nG|2 +
∑
a
n˜acG. (26)
The smooth atomic core electron densities can be cho-
sen very soft, so that they can be added to the coarse
grid.
The pseudo electron density on the coarse grid is in-
terpolated to a finer grid (grid points indexed by g):
n˜g =
∑
G
IgGn˜G. (27)
We use a cubic interpolation for IgG, and the fine grid
has twice as many grid points as the coarse grid in each
direction. From the pseudo electron density on the fine
grid, one can obtain the neutral charge density as [see
Eq. (10)]:
ρ˜g = n˜g +
∑
a
Z˜ag . (28)
Using our grid representation for wave functions, den-
sities and potentials, we get for E˜:
E˜ =
∑
n
fnVc
∑
G
ψ˜∗nG
∑
G′
(− 1
2
LGG′)ψ˜nG′
+ 1
2
Vf
∑
g
v˜Hg ρ˜g + Exc({n˜g}, Vf )
+ Vf
∑
g
n˜g
∑
a
v¯ag , (29)
where Vc and Vf are the volumes per grid point for the
coarse wave function grids and the fine density and po-
tential grids respectively, and LGG′ is a central finite dif-
ference representation of the Laplacian. The discretiza-
tion that we use for the Laplacian, uses a total of twelve
neighbor points, giving an error of the order of h6, where
h = V
1/3
c is the grid spacing.
The pseudo Hartree potential v˜Hg is found by solving
Poisson’s equation, ∇2v˜H = −4πρ˜, using a discretization
for the Laplacian:∑
g′
Cgg′ v˜
H
g′ = −4πρ˜g. (30)
This equation is solved using the multigrid technique
pioneered by Brandt19. Solving the Poisson equation it-
eratively on the finest grid will quickly reduce the short
wavelength errors, but errors with larger wavelengths
compared to the grid spacing are reduced only slowly.
The multigrid technique introduces a series of coarser
grids where the long wavelength errors can be effectively
reduced.
We use a Mehrstellen discretization6, where Cgg′ =
(B−1A)gg′ is expressed in terms of two short-ranged fi-
nite difference operators Agg′ and Bgg′ :∑
g′
Agg′ v˜
H
g′ = −4π
∑
g′
Bgg′ ρ˜g′ . (31)
For the coarse grids used in the multigrid V-cycle, sim-
ple nearest neighbor central finite-difference Laplacians
are used.
C. Soft compensation charges
Adding the compensation charges, Z˜a, to the pseudo
electron density [Eqs. (10) and (28)] will require a very
fine density grid in order to get an accurate descrip-
tion of the charge. The problem is that the compen-
sation charges must be localized inside the augmentation
spheres: g˜aL(r) = 0 for r > r
a
c . Blo¨chl has described a
method for plane-wave basis sets27, that allows the use of
softer compensation charges extending outside the aug-
mentation spheres. We use the same method for our
grid-based approach. A cutoff radius rˆac larger than r
a
c is
chosen. Soft compensation charges with the same electro-
static multipole moments as the localized compensation
charges are constructed:
Zˆa(r) =
∑
L
QaLgˆ
a
L(r), (32)
where gˆaL(r) is a soft function localized within r < rˆ
a
c .
The soft function, gˆaL(r), is normalized in the same way
as g˜aL(r) — see Eq. (11).
Equation (28) must now be replaced by:
ρ˜g = n˜g +
∑
a
Zˆag = n˜g +
∑
a
∑
L
QaLgˆ
a
Lg, (33)
and a correction must be added to E˜. The correction is
(see Ref. 27):∫
drn˜(r)
∑
a
vˆa(r−Ra) +
∑
aa′
Uaa
′
, (34)
where vˆa(r) =
∑
LQ
a
Lvˆ
a
L(r), and
vˆaL(r) =
∫
dr′
g˜aL(r
′)− gˆaL(r)
|r− r′| . (35)
The first term in Eq. (34) is evaluated on the grid
as Vf
∑
g n˜g
∑
a vˆ
a
g . The transformation of the local-
ized potential, vˆa(r), and the localized compensation
charge, Zˆa(r), (both vanishing for r > rˆac ) to values at
grid points, vˆag and Zˆ
a
g , is done using the double grid
6technique40. The last term in Eq. (34) is a pair potential
with range rˆac + rˆ
a′
c :
Uaa
′
= 1
2
∫
dr
∫
dr′
(
Z˜a(r−Ra)Z˜a′(r′ −Ra′)
|r− r′|
− Zˆ
a(r−Ra)Zˆa′(r′ −Ra′)
|r− r′|
)
= 1
2
∑
LL′
QaLV
aa′
LL′Q
a′
L′, (36)
where
V aa
′
LL′ =
∫
dr
∫
dr′
(
g˜aL(r−Ra)g˜a
′
L′(r
′ −Ra′)
|r− r′|
− gˆ
a
L(r−Ra)gˆa
′
L′(r
′ −Ra′)
|r− r′|
)
. (37)
The pair potential terms, V aa
′
LL′ , are functions of the dif-
ference vectors Ra −Ra′ .
D. Orthogonality
The orthogonality constraint of the all-electron wave
functions, 〈ψn|ψn′〉 = δnn′ , can be expressed in terms of
the pseudo wave functions27 as 〈ψ˜n|Oˆ|ψ˜n′〉 = δnn′ , where
the PAW overlap operator Oˆ is non-local:
Oˆ = 1 +
∑
a
∑
i1i2
|p˜ai1〉Oai1i2〈p˜ai2 |, (38)
with
Oai1i2 =
∫
dr[φai1 (r)φ
a
i2 (r)− φ˜ai1 (r)φ˜ai2 (r)]
=
√
4π∆a00i1i2 . (39)
The discretised overlap operator looks like:
OGG′ = δGG′ + Vc
∑
a
∑
i1i2
p˜ai1GO
a
i1i2 p˜
a
i2G′ , (40)
and the orthogonality constraint of the pseudo wave func-
tions can be expressed as
Vc
∑
GG′
ψ˜∗nGOGG′ ψ˜n′G′ = δnn′ . (41)
IV. FINDING THE GROUND STATE
In order to find the electronic ground state it is neces-
sary to calculate the derivatives of the total energy with
respect to the wave function values. This “electronic gra-
dient” can be expressed in terms of a Hamiltonian HGG′ :
1
Vc
∂E
∂ψ˜∗nG
= fn
∑
G′
HGG′ψ˜nG′ . (42)
The Hamiltonian is given as a sum of the kinetic energy
operator and the local and non-local parts of the effective
potential:
HGG′ = − 12LGG′ + v˜GδGG′ + Vc
∑
a
∑
i1i2
p˜ai1GH
a
i1i2 p˜
a
i2G′ .
(43)
Explicit formulas for the local effective potential, v˜G,
and the “atomic” Hamiltonian, Hai1i2 , are given in the
appendix XID.
The set of orthonormalized ground-state wave func-
tions that diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix Hnn′ =
Vc
∑
GG′ ψ˜
∗
nGHGG′ψ˜n′G′ , must satisfy the Kohn-Sham
equations: ∑
G′
(HGG′ − ǫnOGG′)ψ˜nG′ = 0. (44)
A. Residual minimization method and Pulay
mixing
In order to locate the self-consistent ground state, we
use the Residual Minimization Method of Wood and
Zunger35 (see also Ref. 33). The residuals are calculated
as
RnG =
∑
G′
(HGG′ − ǫnOGG′)ψ˜nG′ , (45)
where ǫn is the current estimate of the eigenvalue of the
n’th band. Using a preconditioning operator Pˆ (to be
discussed later), we can improve the wave function by
taking a step along the direction of the preconditioned
residual: ψ˜nG+λPˆRnG (λ is the step length). The opti-
mal step length is found by minimizing the norm of the
residual for the new guess:
R′nG =
∑
G′(HGG′ − ǫnOGG′)(ψ˜nG′ + λPˆRnG′)
= RnG + λ
∑
G′(HGG′ − ǫnOGG′)PˆRnG′ . (46)
Finding the optimal value for λ amounts to finding the
minimum of a second order polynomial in λ. Having
found the optimal step length for the first step, we do
the actual update of the wave function by taking an ad-
ditional step using the same step length in the direction
of the preconditioned residual R′nG:
ψ˜nG ← ψ˜nG + λPˆRnG + λPˆR′nG. (47)
For updating one wave function, one must apply the
Hamiltonian twice, and two preconditioning operations
are required.
If we were to take steps along the residual (and not
along the preconditioned residual), we would need very
many iterations in order to converge. The problem is that
the residual vector is not necessarily parallel to the error
vector (which we don’t know). The purpose of precon-
ditioning is to produce a direction that more accurately
represents the error vector41.
7We would get the optimal preconditioned residual
R˜n = PˆRn by solving (Hˆ − ǫnOˆ)R˜n = Rn. Instead of
solving this equation exactly, we solve approximately the
simpler equation − 1
2
∇2R˜n = Rn. This is done using one
multigrid V-cycle, where a nearest neighbor discretiza-
tion is used for the Laplacian on the coarse grids6.
When all wave functions have been updated, the wave
functions are othonormalized, and the density is up-
dated. From the new density, a new Hamiltonian is
generated (v˜G and H
a
i1i2
). Finally, a subspace diago-
nalization is performed, and the next iteration towards
self-consistency can begin. For each iteration a new in-
put density is estimated using Pulay mixing34. Typically
three old densities are used. The atomic density matri-
ces, Dai1i2 , are mixed as well. We start the iterations from
a good guess at the wave function: A linear combination
of atomic orbitals.
V. FORCES
The atomic force acting on an atom is defined as
F
a =− dE
dRa
=− ∂E
∂Ra
−
∑
nG
(
∂E
∂ψ˜nG
dψ˜nG
dRa
+ c.c.
)
=− ∂E
∂Ra
− Vc
∑
n
fnǫn
∑
GG′
OGG′
(
ψ˜∗nG′
dψ˜nG
dRa
+ c.c.
)
.
(48)
In the last line, we have used Eqs. (42) and (44). The
variation of the wave function corresponding to a varia-
tion in the position can be found from Eq. (41):
d
dRa
∑
GG′
ψ˜∗nGOGG′ψ˜n′G′ = 0. (49)
Inserting into Eq. (48), we get:
F
a =− ∂E
∂Ra
+ Vc
∑
n
fnǫn
∑
GG′
ψ˜∗nG
dOGG′
dRa
ψ˜nG′
=− Vc
∑
G
v˜G
dn˜acG
dRa
− Vf
∑
g
v˜Hg
∑
L
QaL
dgˆaLg
dRa
− Vf
∑
g
n˜g(
dv¯ag
dRa
+
∑
L
QaL
dvˆaLg
dRa
)
− Vc
∑
n
fn
∑
i1i2
(Hai1i2 − ǫnOai1i2)
×
∑
G
[ψ˜nG
dp˜ai1G
dRa
(P ani2 )
∗ + c.c.]
−
∑
a′
∑
LL′
QaL
dV aa
′
LL′
dRa
Qa
′
L′ . (50)
As an example, we show in Fig. 1, the force along the
bond of a CO molecule calculated using the analytical
expression above. Fitting a third order polynomial to
the energies and taking the negative of the derivative
with respect to the bond length, is seen to give exactly
the same force.
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FIG. 1: Energy and force for a CO molecule at different bond
lengths calculated with h = 0.2 A˚. Bottom: The circles show
the calculated energies and the curve shows a third-order
polynomial fit. Top: The circles show the calculated forces
according to Eq. (50). The curve is minus the derivative of
the third order polynomial fit to the energies.
VI. GENERALIZATIONS
We have implemented the algorithms introduced
above, and in addition we have made two extensions:
1) treatment of spin-polarized systems and 2) treatment
of periodic systems using Brillouin zone sampling. The
first extension is straightforward. When k-points are in-
troduced in order to treat periodic systems, we can work
directly with the wave functions and use Bloch boundary
conditions42:
ψ˜nk(r+R) = e
ik·Rψ˜nk(r), (51)
where R is any Bravais lattice vector. This is different
from the plane wave approach, where the periodic ba-
sis set forces one to work with the periodic part of the
wave function and the Hamiltonian becomes k-point de-
pendent. In our case, the boundary conditions become
k-point dependent.
It is only necessary to work with the k-points in the
irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. Each k-point will
have a specific weight, and densities, atomic density ma-
trices, and forces should be appropriately symmetrized.
For evaluating the GGA exchange-correlation energy
and potential, we use a finite difference operator for
8calculating the gradient of the density. The exchange-
correlation potential is calculated as the exact derivative
of the discretised exchange-correlation energy with re-
spect to n˜g (similar in spirit to the method of White and
Bird43 used for plane-wave basis sets).
VII. APPLICATIONS
The first application of the algorithms described
here is the calculation of atomization energies for the
twenty small molecules listed in table I using the
PBE44 exchange-correlation functional. The augmen-
tation sphere radii used and the number of projectors
used are shown in table II. The choice of the aug-
mentation sphere radii is a compromise between smooth
pseudo wave functions and a low number of projector
functions: A larger radius will allow us to have smoother
pseudo wave functions, but more projector functions will
be needed for high accuracy. Furthermore, the radius
is limited by the requirement that the overlap between
neighboring augmentation spheres should be small. The
radii we have chosen, will give slight overlaps in some of
the molecular calculations.
TABLE I: PBE and experimental atomization energies (ex-
perimental geometries are used44, and zero point vibration
energy has been removed). The ground states of C, O, F,
P and Cl are found to be non-spherical45. All-electron and
experimental numbers are taken from Refs. 46 and 47.
Molecule PBE Experiment46
PAW all-electron46 all-electron47
H2 4.52 4.54 4.53 4.75
LiH 2.32 2.32 2.32 2.51
CH4 18.17 18.20 18.18 18.18
NH3 13.03 13.08 13.05 12.90
OH 4.76 4.76 4.75 4.61
H2O 10.14 10.16 10.14 10.07
HF 6.27 6.16 6.14 6.11
Li2 0.89 0.86 0.85 1.06
LiF 6.16 6.01 6.05 6.02
Be2 0.35 0.42 0.41 0.13
C2H2 17.95 17.99 17.91 17.58
C2H4 24.75 24.78 24.73 24.40
HCN 14.10 14.14 14.07 13.53
CO 11.58 11.66 11.60 11.24
N2 10.41 10.55 10.46 9.91
NO 7.38 7.45 7.36 6.63
O2 6.27 6.23 6.14 5.23
F2 2.28 2.32 2.25 1.67
P2 5.18 5.25 5.08 5.09
Cl2 2.83 2.82 2.74 2.52
For the second row atoms, the 1s orbital is treated as a
core state and frozen, and for the third row atoms, the 1s,
2s and 2p orbitals are frozen. For hydrogen, lithium, and
beryllium, we use two s-projectors and one p-projector,
and for the rest of the atoms two s-projectors, two p-
projectors and one d-projector are used. The compensa-
tion charges were taken to be spherical. We calculate the
atomic exchange-correlation correction energy, Eq. (22),
using 49 line integrations in each sphere36. All calcula-
tions are done using periodic boundary conditions.
With these approximations we get excellent agreement
with full all-electron calculations (see Table I). The av-
erage and maximum differences between our PAW atom-
ization energies and the all-electron calculations of Kurth
et al.
46 are 0.05 eV and 0.15 eV respectively, and com-
paring with the all-electron calculations of Zhang et al.47,
we get an average difference of 0.05 eV and a maximum
difference of 0.13 eV (the two sets of all-electron calcula-
tions differ by 0.05 eV in average and 0.17 as maximum).
We find that all atomization energies are converged to
within 0.03 eV/atom at a grid spacing of 0.1875 A˚.
Interestingly, we find the convergence of total energies
with respect to grid spacing to be very systematic. Fig-
ure 2 shows the atomization energy of nitrogen as a func-
tion of the fourth power of the grid spacing. It is seen
that for small h, all points fall exactly on a straight line,
which allows us to extrapolate energies to the limit of
an infinitely dense grid (h = 0). The PAW numbers pre-
sented in Table I have been extrapolated to h = 0. A sim-
ilarly transparent convergence of DFT calculations was
recently observed by Daykov et al.48 for wavelet-based
calculations. A quartic convergence is to be expected,
because all approximations are accurate to order at least
h3.
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FIG. 2: Atomization energy of a nitrogen molecule as a func-
tion of h4. The inset show the atomization energy as a func-
tion of h.
Figure 3 shows the variation of the energy as a hydro-
gen atom is displaced from one grid point to a neigh-
boring grid point. Ideally, there should be no variation
(we are using periodic boundary conditions). In practice,
we have to make sure that this energy variation and the
9TABLE II: Augmentation sphere radii in atomic units and number of projectors.
atom H Li Be C N O F Al Si P Cl
r
a
c
[Bohr] 0.9 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.5
number of projectors s2p s2p s2p s2p2d s2p2d s2p2d s2p2d s2p2d s2p2d s2p2d s2p2d
corresponding forces are acceptably small. For hydro-
gen, the variation is below 0.15 meV (full line in Fig. 3).
The energy varies periodically with period h. Notice that
there is also a modulation of the energy with a period of
h/5. This stems from the Ono-Hirose restriction of the
projector functions: the localized projector functions are
evaluated on a fine grid with a grid spacing of h/5 and
then restricted to a coarse grid with the same grid den-
sity as the wave functions. The oscillations give rise to
forces up to 0.006 eV/A˚ in magnitude, which is accept-
able for most applications. The forces can be reduced
further either by using a finer grid for the wave functions,
or by using a finer grid for the Ono-Hirose restriction of
the projector functions. If the projectors are evaluated
directly on the coarse grid, then the variation of the en-
ergy is 55 meV — more than two orders of magnitude
larger (dashed line in Fig. 3). This clearly demonstrates
the importance of the Ono-Hirose restriction.
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FIG. 3: Energy variation as a hydrogen atom is displaced
from one grid point to a neighboring grid point for h = 0.2 A˚.
The full and dashed curves show the result with and without
using the double-grid technique (notice that the dashed curve
has been multiplied by 0.01).
For the bulk aluminum calculation (LDA49 and PBE44
results are shown in Table III), we use a cubic unit cell
containing four aluminum atoms, and we use 10×10×10
k-points. Again, we get good agreement with exact all-
electron calculations for both the lattice constant and
the bulk modulus (the bulk modulus is calculated at the
theoretical lattice constant).
TABLE III: Lattice constant and Bulk modulus for fcc bulk
aluminum. All-electron and experimental numbers are taken
from Ref. 46.
XC a (A˚) B (GPa)
PAW all-electron PAW all-electron
LDA 3.987 3.983 83.6 84.0
PBE 4.043 4.039 77.7 77.3
experiment 4.050 77.3
VIII. PERFORMANCE
We have compared the performance of the real-
space code with a highly optimized ultra-soft plane-wave
code50,51,52. The ground state of 64 Si atoms in the di-
amond structure was found using both codes. For the
plane wave calculation, plane waves with kinetic energies
up to 100 eV were used and the size of the real-space grid
for fast Fourier transforms was 36× 36× 36 points. The
same grid size was used for the real-space code (h = 0.30
A˚). After finding the electronic ground state, one atom
was displaced by 0.1 A˚, and the time for converging to
the new ground state was measured. The measured times
were 21 and 26 minutes for the plane wave code and real-
space code respectively on a Pentium-4 2.6 GHz Linux
machine. We have estimated the degree of convergence
of the two codes by calculating the cohesive energy of
silicon. The cohesive energy calculated with the plane
wave code and a plane wave cutoff of 100 eV, was con-
verged to within 40 meV of the fully converged value.
With the real-space code and h = 0.30 A˚, the cohesive
energy was converged to within 3 meV of the h = 0 value.
This result and similar results for other calculations we
have performed seem to indicate that the real-space code
obtains a somewhat better convergence at the same grid
spacing as the plane-wave code. Furthermore, the real-
space code can, most likely, take advantage of a number
of improvements, such as algorithmic improvements and
optimizations of floating point operations and memory
access. The plane wave code has already benefited from
optimizations of this sort.
Regarding the memory requirements, the plane-wave
code is clearly more economic. The memory required to
store one wave function for the 64 atom silicon system
is 363 = 46656 floating point numbers for the real-space
code and 2897 floating point numbers53 for the plane-
wave code.
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IX. DISCUSSION
Using the techniques described in this article, an im-
portant step in every electronic structure calculation,
namely the application of the Hamiltonian to all wave
functions, can be done in O(N2) operations. This is
a more optimal scaling, than the O(N2 logN) scaling
that can be achieved with plane-wave basis sets and
fast Fourier transforms. Operations such as orthogonal-
ization and subspace diagonalization of the wave func-
tions scale as O(N3). Luckily, the prefactors for these
O(N3) operations are very low, so that very large sys-
tem sizes are required before the O(N3) terms become
the bottleneck54. In the limit where O(N3) terms start
to dominate, plane wave methods will in principle have
an advantage, because the number of plane wave coeffi-
cients will typically be less than the number of grid points
used in real-space grid-based calculations. However, we
believe, that for those very large systems, efficient paral-
lelization on massively parallel computers and the use of
O(N) methods is crucial.
Currently, we have a single processor implementation
of our PAW real-space algorithms55. This limits us to
study rather small systems. Obviously a parallelization
using real-space domain decomposition is needed. For
the small systems that we have studied so far, charge
sloshing is less of a problem, but it may become a prob-
lem when we move on to larger systems. It will therefore
be necessary to improve on our mixing of the density.
A preconditioning, such as that proposed by Kerker56,
that will damp the long wavelength changes to the den-
sity should be considered. Another improvement would
be to use a special metric, that weights long wavelength
errors higher than short wavelength errors, for estimat-
ing the norm of the difference between input and output
densities in the Pulay method33. These improvements to
the density mixing are easily implemented in reciprocal
space, but may be challenging to do in real-space.
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XI. APPENDIX
In the following, we provide explicit formulas needed
for calculating the constants and functions that describe
an atomic species.
A. Construction of partial waves and projector
functions
A DFT calculation for the atom is performed using
radial grids for the wave functions, densities and po-
tentials. The radial Kohn-Sham equation gives us a
set of radial all-electron wave functions, normalized as∫
r2dr[φanℓ(r)]
2 = 1. The core states are only used for
constructing a frozen core electron density:
nac (r) = 2
core∑
nℓ
2ℓ+ 1
4π
[φa,corenℓ (r)]
2. (52)
The smooth partial wave functions are chosen as
φ˜anℓ(r) =
3∑
i=0
cir
2i, (53)
for r < rac , and the coefficients, ci, are chosen so that φ˜
a
nℓ
joins φanℓ smoothly at r = r
a
c . The projector functions
are calculated as
p˜anℓ(r) = (− 12∇2 + v˜(r) − ǫanℓ)φ˜anℓ(r). (54)
The projector functions must be orthonormalized as de-
scribed by Blo¨chl27. The potential v¯a is chosen so that
the local effective potential, v˜ = v˜H + v˜xc + v¯
a, has the
following shape for r < rac in the atomic reference state:
v˜(r) = aa + bar2, r < rac . (55)
The constants aa and ba are found by requiring that
v¯(rac ) = 0 and dv¯(r)/dr|r=rac = 0.
B. Compensation charges
For the compensation charges we use Gaussians:
g˜aℓ (r) =
1√
4π
ℓ!
(2ℓ+ 1)!
(4αa)ℓ+3/2rℓe−α
ar2 (56)
and
gˆaℓ (r) =
1√
4π
ℓ!
(2ℓ+ 1)!
(4αˆa)ℓ+3/2rℓe−αˆ
ar2 . (57)
With this choice for the compensation charges, the inte-
gral, V aa
′
LL′ , in Eq. (37), can be evaluated analytically
57.
We choose the α’s so that αa(rac )
2 = 9.0 and αˆa(rˆac )
2 =
22.0.
C. Atomic constants
By inserting Eqs. (7), (8) and (12) into Eqs. (19) and
(20) we can reduce Ea − E˜a to:
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Ea − E˜a = F a +
∑
i1i2
Dai1i2G
a
i1i2
+
∑
i1i2i3i4
Dai1i2I
a
i1i2i3i4D
a
i3i4
+
∑
L
QaLJ
a
L
+
∑
i1i2
∑
L
Dai1i2Q
a
LK
a
i1i2L
+
∑
LL′
QaLQ
a
L′M
a
LL′
+∆Eaxc({Dai1i2}). (58)
The integrals F a, Gai1i2 , I
a
i1i2i3i4
, JaL, K
a
i1i2L
and MaLL′
are given below and need only be computed once for each
type of atom.
Inserting Eq. (14) into Eq. (58) leads us to Eq. (21),
where
Aa =F a +∆aKa00 + (∆
a)2Na00,00
Bai1i2 =J
a
i1i2 +
∑
L
∆aLi1i2K
a
L
+∆aMai1i2,00 + 2
∑
L
∆aLi1i2N
a
00,00∆
a
Cai1i2i3i4 =J
a
i1i2i3i4 +
∑
L
Mai1i2L∆
a
Li3i4
+
∑
LL′
∆aLi1i2N
a
LL′∆
a
L′i3i4 . (59)
We use the symmetrized Cai1i2i3i4 :
Cai1i2i3i4 ← 12 (Cai1i2i3i4 + Cai3i4i1i2). (60)
The integrals for F a, Gai1i2 , I
a
i1i2i3i4 , J
a
L, K
a
i1i2L
and
MaLL′ are (all integrals are limited to inside the augmen-
tation spheres):
F a =
core∑
i
∫
drφa,corei (r)(− 12∇2)φa,corei (r)
−
∫
dr
nac (r)
r
Za
+ 1
2
∫
drvac (r)[n
a
c (r) + n˜
a
c (r)]
−
∫
drn˜ac (r)v¯
a(r), (61)
Iai1i2 =− 12
∫
dr[φai1 (r)∇2φai2(r) − φ˜ai1(r)∇2φ˜ai2(r)]
+
∫
dr[vai1i2(r)nc(r) + v
a
c (r)φ˜
a
i1 (r)φ˜
a
i2 (r)]
−
∫
dr
φai1 (r)φ
a
i2 (r)
r
Za
−
∫
drφ˜ai1 (r)φ˜
a
i2 (r)v¯
a(r), (62)
Jai1i2i3i4 =
1
2
∫
drvai1i2(r)[φ
a
i3 (r)φ
a
i4 (r) + φ˜
a
i3(r)φ˜
a
i4 (r)],
(63)
KaL = −
∫
dr
∫
dr′
g˜aL(r
′)
|r− r′| n˜
a
c (r), (64)
Mai1i2L = −
∫
dr
∫
dr′
g˜aL(r
′)
|r− r′| φ˜
a
i1 (r)φ˜
a
i2 (r) (65)
and
NaLL′ = − 12
∫
dr
∫
dr′
g˜aL(r
′)
|r− r′| g˜
a
L′(r). (66)
The potentials vai1i2(r) and v
a
c (r) are defined as
vai1i2 (r) =
∫
dr′
φai1(r
′)φai2 (r
′)− φ˜ai1(r′)φ˜ai2 (r′)
|r− r′| (67)
and
vac (r) =
∫
dr′
nac (r
′)− n˜ac (r′)
|r− r′| . (68)
It is advantageous to decompose vai1i2 (r) into angular
momentum contributions as
vai1i2(r) =
∑
L
vai1i2ℓ(r)YL(r), (69)
and solve
∇2[vai1i2ℓ(r)YL(rˆ)] = −4πGLL1L2YL(rˆ)
×[φan1ℓ1(r)φan2ℓ2(r)− φ˜an1ℓ1(r)φ˜an2ℓ2(r)], (70)
where
GLL1L2 =
∫ π
0
sin θdθ
∫ 2π
0
dφYL(θ, φ)YL1(θ, φ)YL2 (θ, φ)
(71)
is a Gaunt coefficient.
D. Hamiltonian
The discretized Hamiltonian, Eq. (43), depends on v˜G
and Hai1i2 . The local effective potential on the coarse
grid, v˜G = (Vf/Vc)
∑
g IgGv˜g, is a restriction of the local
effective potential on the fine grid:
v˜g = v˜
H
g +
∑
a
vˆag +
∑
a
v¯ag +
1
Vf
∂Exc
∂n˜g
, (72)
and the atomic Hamiltonian, Hai1i2 , is
Hai1i2 =
∑
L
∆aLi1i2W
a
L +
∂∆Eaxc
∂Dai1i2
+Bai1i2 + 2
∑
i3i4
Cai1i2i3i4D
a
i3i4 , (73)
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where
W aL =
∂E˜
∂QaL
= Vf
∑
g
v˜Hg gˆ
a
Lg + Vf
∑
g
n˜gvˆ
a
Lg
+
∑
a′
∑
L′
V aa
′
LL′Q
a′
L′. (74)
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